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New ID tags will bring safety to Bowie
EDITORIAL

Recently, an email was sent out informing staff about a potential security measure
to increase the use of IDs around campus.
The idea is that, starting next year, all students and staff will be required to wear
lanyard-tied IDs. This is one of the district’s
plans to increase security around campuses in Austin in response to recent school
shootings around the country.
Although it might seem pointless initially,
this new ID system will provide serious benefits that easily outweigh the initial annoyances, providing several security bonuses,
function as useful tools, and could provide
benefits to students outside of school. As
such, this plan should be taken seriously
and for good reason.
Before next school year, a student safety
committee led by assistant principal Carla De La Rosa will meet to determine the
best application of having students wear
ID badges every day. Their central focus is
identification. In case of an emergency, the
IDs would be used to easily identify current
Bowie students. In school shootings, such
as the Parkland or Townville Elementary
School shootings, the shooter was a former
student who made his/her way into campus
and starting firing. However, with the implementation of these new IDs, it suddenly becomes much easier to distinguish between
current and former students in the case of
an emergency.
If every Bowie student was to wear such
an ID while on campus, the risk of potentially dangerous ex-students entering school
grounds and causing harm becomes significantly lowered. In other words, you would
be able to tell at a glance if someone didn't
belong on campus.
There is one prevalent issue with these

new designs, however. One of the goals
of this new ID system is to make it easy to
distinguish between current and former students, but it might be possible for a former
student with malicious intent to slip into the
school with an ID they received back in their
high school years. At first, this issue seems
to negate the purpose of having these new
IDs altogether, but there is a simple solution.
Each year, Bowie could change the design of the IDs enough to where it becomes
easy to distinguish between last and next
year’s IDs. This way, former students could
not sneak onto campus using an ID they
received during a previous year without
standing out.
In addition to helping keep the campus
safe, Bowie officials could also find practical
uses for the badges. For example, the new
ID system could provide students with various school-related benefits such as a lunch
pass, a library card, or even as a tool to take
attendance with every morning. Lunch lines
can get pretty hectic in the cafeteria, often
degrading into a disorganized mess of people jumping in and out of the line because
of the slow process of checking out.
However, with the use of the IDs, the
lunch line can be sped up by simply swiping the card through a machine rather than
having to enter a code, thus; relieving some
of the chaos from the lunch lines. Similarly, a
swiping machine could be installed in the library to record the date and time of entry as
well as any money that was spent printing,
replacing our current system of manually
recording everything down on a clipboard.
Basically, school IDs would help to make our
day-to-day operations run more efficiently.
These IDs could potentially become useful to students even outside of school if the
community was to get involved. It's possible
that, in the future, local businesses such as
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The letter Z is the worst
letter in the English language. There, I said it. But
like it or not, our generation
is called “Gen Z”...or is it
iGen? Gen Tech? Post-Millennial? No one can really
seem to decide, and that’s
because our generation still
has some time left before a
historian can look at a timeline and say “yep, that’s Gen
___ alright.” So, let’s ask ourselves: what does the future
hold for Gen Z?
Our generation began
sometime around 1999. We
grew up in a country filled
with strong patriotism following the September 11th
attack, a failed war on terror that further divided the
Middle East, and a crisis of
privacy invasion following
Edward Snowden’s leak of
the Patriot Act’s questionable ethics.
Under the watchful eye
of the Internet (not to mention the NSA), Gen Z has
the privilege of accessing
the Internet for any informa-

tion which fits its youth. Today, accessing information
about how our government
is functioning can be done
with a quick Google search,
or by downloading numerous news apps on one’s
phone for instant updates
on the state of the country.
We, as Gen Z, have the
opportunity to be analytical
and unbiased with the politics of this country. By growing up in an age of digital
information at our fingertips
and a plethora of media
sources to choose from, our
job is to lead the world for
future generations through
our political choices.
The previous generation,
the Millennials, grew up in a
world where the Internet became more accessible than
ever before, going from dial
up connections in the early nineties to high speed
broadband by the early
2000’s. With Gen Z succeeding the Millennials, our generation should seek to serve
as the bridge between the
Millennials and post Gen Z
with our tech savvy nature
learned at such young ages.
Concerns exist about the
role of technology in our
lives. We are the first generation to grow up with easy
access to the Internet. Over
time, the all-encompassing
presence of technology has

certainly played a role in
defining each of our characters.
The future of technology
in Gen Z is why some people prefer to use the term:
Generation Tech. We live in
the fastest growing age of
technology, just as the next
generation will following us.
It is for this reason that our
generation, the individuals
who grew up on the Internet, should be the ones to
pass down technology to
our children in a responsible
and thoughtful manner.
We, as members of Gen
Z, didn’t choose to be born
into this generation. For
better or for worse, we are
experiencing a world that
was shaped by individuals
who grew up in a world that
lacked the digital superhighway of the Internet as
well as the crucial value of
objectivity of receiving political information.
Knowledge is power, and
our generation can use that
knowledge to act on shaping the world into a better
and smarter place.
It’s our job to lead by example. Let’s show the world
that Gen Z, Gen Tech, or
whatever historians wish to
call it, is a generation that’s
more knowledgeable than
any other generation before.
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the Randall's or 7/11 near our school could
provide student discounts when students
present their IDs when checking out. This
has happened for a university called “The
New School”, where faculty and business
managers worked together to create various
student discounts in the stores surrounding
campus so long as the student customer
presented their ID when checking out.
Of course, this is only something that
could potentially happen; there’s nothing
anything beyond using them to identify current students. However, if as a campus the
decision is made to use the badges more
fully, this would be another reason to keep
them around.
When it was announced that these new

IDs were going to potentially be put in
place, there were many rumors that began
floating around campus. Some of these rumors included the need to scan to get into
the school, the installation of ID door scanners outside of every classroom, and the
placing of GPS tracking chips onto every ID
given to students.
The goal of the new ID system is to protect and provide a service to students, not
to bar-code and inconvenience them. The
school administration doesn't want to create problems with this proposal; they are
looking for ways to make the school safe.
All in all, the new ID system would provide several benefits ranging from student
services to security.

Letter to the Editor

In response to "The Failures of 'Be the One'
The Bowie Counseling staff wishes to
provide an alternate view of the Guidance
department in response to the opinions
shared in the February issue. Since counselor duties are often unknown and misrepresented, we see this as an opportunity to educate and inform about the role of
the modern school counselor.
For approximately 3,000 students, Bowie employs seven school counselors: two
for freshmen, five for 10th through 12th
grade students, and each with a caseload
of 400+ students. However, the American
School Counselor Association recommends a 250:1 student to counselor ratio.
With caseloads nearly double, we strive to
do our best while serving a campus with
many needs. However, counselors may
get a bad rap because our role is misunderstood. As 21st century educators, one
of our goals is to teach necessary skills
to make it in the “real world”. Therefore,
oftentimes, our counseling services are
viewed as unpopular because we offer
appropriate, but uncomfortable advice.
Nonetheless, as seasoned professionals, we must guide students towards success while also aligning with Bowie policies. Thus, if we provide an undesirable
response, sometimes students view their
guidance experiences as unhelpful or
negative.
Furthermore, we redirect students who
come into guidance with matters outside
our realm. For example, did you know
that counselors don’t handle attendance?
APs do. Although students look to us as
a first stop, we don’t manage all school
issues. That doesn’t mean we don’t care.
We merely refer students to the proper
personnel who can address the problems
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that counselors cannot.
Counselors spend their work hours on
a variety of tasks, both seen and unseen.
Mental health crises are our primary concern and may last for several hours. Students looking for their counselor may often find our doors closed because we are
undergoing confidential services. Next
come responsibilities from Bowie and
AISD. These include, but are not limited
to: credit checks; four-year plans; scheduling; letters of recommendation; monitoring student in danger of failing or not
graduating; referring students to outside
resources and alternative learning programs; working with Child Study Teams;
communicating with parents, teachers,
and outside agencies; attending 504 and
ARD meetings, etc. Counselors simply
don’t have as much time as is presumed.
We agree that there is a mental health
crisis, which is why we initiated the Be The
One program. And we don’t believe that
it was a failure; we were encouraged by
the increase in student awareness about
depression and suicide. In an additional
effort to reach out to students, we also
instituted Social Emotional Learning FIT
sessions, which were open to all students.
Even with large caseloads and responsibilities, we still go the extra mile to try to
mitigate this ever-growing crisis. Please
support your counselors in an overtasked
role instead of unfairly judging our motivations, personalities and availability. We
thank you for “being the one” to spread
the word about depression, and for being
the one who appreciates the challenging
role of the modern school counselor.
The Bowie Counseling Department
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